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Two decades after the first distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attack, the Internet continues to face DDoS

attacks. To understand why DDoS defense is a difficult problem, we must study how the attacks are carried

out and whether the existing defense solutions are sufficient. In this work, we review the latest DDoS attacks

and DDoS defense solutions. In particular, we focus on the key advancements and missing pieces in DDoS

research.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks are easy to launch but difficult to defend against.

Despite two decades of DDoS research, DDoS attacks continue to impose threats to today’s networks.

Recent attacks such as [1, 2, 3] have shown that resourceful attackers can launch DDoS attacks to

flood network links and leaves them paralyzed for hours or days. In the meantime, the proliferation

of Internet-of-Things (IoT) devices amplifies the threat of DDoS. Many of these devices come with

little to no updates for security vulnerabilities, and as such, they are exploitable by the attackers.

Compromised IoT devices remain vulnerable even after major incidents such as the Mirai attack [1].

The sheer amount of vulnerable, increasing IoT devices challenges the capacity/scalability of

existing defense solutions.

On the other hand, the frequent DDoS attacks led the network community to seek better defense

solutions. From remotely triggered black hole (RTBH) [4] to BGP FlowSpec [5], we see the progress

made by the network community to move away from high-collateral-damage solutions [4]. The

community is paying more attention to deploy fine-grained traffic filters [5]. DDoS protection

service (DPS) providers such as Akamai and Cloudflare utilize anycast techniques to redirect

traffic of the attacked networks to their data centers and then defend against the attacks using

their proprietary solutions [6]. The research community continues to design and optimize defense

solutions. At the time of this writing, there are hundreds of projects that focus on different defense

strategies [7, 8, 9, 10], i.e., attack prevention, detection/classification, mitigation, and attribution. Yet
many promising solutions are not being widely deployed years after the publication [11, 12, 13].

For this reason, many recent research projects pay for extra attention to deployability issues [14, 15,

16]. Meanwhile, network security researchers are also exploring more advanced attack methods [17,

18, 19, 20] that challenge yet-to-be-deployed defense solutions.

The goal of this report is to help us and the readers to understand the latest DDoS attacks

and defense solutions better, and more importantly, to find the missing pieces from the previous

research. We evaluate each attack/defense project with the following aspects: 1) the problems, 2)

the assumptions, and 3) the techniques. We organize the remaining report as follows: in Sec. 2, we

introduce and classify the basics of known DDoS attacks and defense solutions from a topological

perspective. In Sec. 3, we study the latest DDoS attacks. We later study the existing DDoS defense

solutions in Sec. 4. We further divide Sec. 4 into three sub-sections based their defense strategies:

attack prevention solutions in Sec. 4.1, detection/classification solutions in Sec. 4.2 and mitigation

solutions in Sec. 4.3. We then summarize previous DDoS surveys in Sec. 5. Finally, in Sec. 6, we 1)

conclude the report, 2) point out the missing pieces in DDoS research, and 3) briefly present an

ongoing DDoS attack project that studies the fundamental limitations of the DDoS defense today.
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Fig. 1. DDoS attacks locations

In this report, we selected and reviewed roughly 100 papers in this report, and most of them are

from the following venues:

• Conference: SIGCOMM, USENIX (ATC, Security, NSDI, OSDI), IEEE S&P, IMC, INFOCOM,

ACSAC, CoNext, ICNP, NDSS, ACM CCS, ACM ASIACCS, and ESORICS.

• Journal: ToN, CCR, and Computer Networks.

2 DDOS ATTACK AND DEFENSE PRIMER
In this section, we first introduce the resources that DDoS attacks can target (Sec. 2.1), our taxonomy

of the DDoS attacks (Sec. 2.2), and how attackers prepare their attacks (Sec. 2.3). We then cover

our taxonomy of DDoS defenses (Sec. 2.4), as well as the pros and cons of the defenses at different

locations of the Internet.

2.1 Attack Targets
The Internet allows any network to communicate with any other network, and this property

fundamentally enables DDoS attacks. The adversaries can exploit vulnerable devices, launch DDoS

attacks to and from these devices, and even mask the attack traffic as benign traffic. The primary

goal of a DDoS attack is to overwhelm specific resource that affects the regular operation of its

victim(s). The resource includes but is not limited to the network processors of hardware routers,

the memory and input/output (I/O) resource of a web server, and the bandwidth of a link. Figure 1

illustrates that vulnerable resources can be anywhere on the Internet.

2.1.1 Edge Networks. Commonly, DDoS attacks are launched against edge networks for two

reasons: 1) the inbound link bandwidth of an edge network is much lower than a link in a transit

network, 2) edge networks contain more applications that are vulnerable to DDoS attacks. To

summarize, in an edge network, an attacker can overwhelm the following resources:

Computational resource: an end host cannot keep up with computational tasks requested by

the attacker. E.g., the attack consists of frequent and crafted HTTP requests to a server, and these

requests trigger the server to perform computationally heavy tasks.

Memory and input/output (I/O) resource: a crafted attack forces the victim server to perform

a vast amount of I/O operations. E.g., the attacker can force a web server to maintain an excessive

amount of network connections to invalidate the high-speed memory cache on the server. As a

result, the server spends more time on I/O than computation.
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Network bandwidth resource: an attacker can overwhelm the link bandwidth of a victim, be

it a link from the ISP to the victim or a link inside a victim’s own network.

Note that in the real world, many attacks are often a mixture of both resources above. An attacker

cannot attack memory resources without invoking the computational resource. E.g., an HTTP

request could trigger the victim server to perform a set of hash functions (computational resource)

after the server makes several queries to its database (I/O resource).

2.1.2 Transit Networks. As we connect more devices to the Internet, some of which have serious

security flaws, they enable attackers to build large-scale botnets more easily. These large-scale

botnets made attacks on transit networks possible. Each link on the Internet has a finite amount of

bandwidth to carry traffic. An attacker can command a botnet to send a tremendous amount of

traffic towards the target link to cause link congestion. In Figure 1, we see link congestion between

the autonomous system (AS) 2001 and 76 due to the overwhelming amount of attack traffic. To be

more specific, AS 2001’s border router can no longer cope with all the traffic towards AS 76; the

border router’s packet buffer is fully occupied with the DDoS packets while the network processor

of the router cannot process packets any faster.

Unfortunately, links are not the only attack target in transit networks. The recent development

of software-defined networking (SDN) incentivized ASes and Internet exchange points to operate

their networks [21]. While SDN brings flexibility to the networks, it relies on a piece of software

(SDN controller) to implement network functions such as the traditional control-plane software.

Like any software, SDN creates new vulnerabilities for the attacker to exploit. For example, an

attacker can exploit the controller-to-switch communication channel in SDN to launch a DoS

attack [10, 22].

2.2 DDoS Attack Taxonomy
While there are many ways to classify a DDoS attack (previous surveys such as [7] proposed over

eight DDoS classes), we focus on the critical path, i.e., fast path and slow path [23], of DDoS attacks,

as shown in Figure 2. Note that in this report, we classify an attack based on its design goal: the

intended resource target that the attack tries to overwhelm. We define fast-path and slow-path

attacks as follows:

Fast-path attacks: These are attacks that directly inundate hardware resources such as router

buffers and application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC) chips, with or without domain knowledge

of the running software. In other words, a fast-path attack does not focus on the software that

controls the hardware resources. Common fast-path attacks today are easier to detect than the

slow-path attacks, i.e., they share discernible packet payloads and often do not follow the traffic

pattern of benign network flows. Since a hardware router has a fixed packet switching capacity on
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each line card, attackers can 1) send packets at their maximum transmission units (MTU) frequently

to overrun the packet buffer of a router, or 2) send the smallest possible packets frequently to

overrun the packet-switching capacity of a router. Lately, researchers proposed more stealthy

fast-path attacks, e.g., [17, 18], that are more stealthy than the traditional ones. We discuss them in

detail in Sec. 3.

Fast-path attack example — DNS amplification attack [24]: The attacker in such an attack

sends public DNS servers spoofed DNS requests using the victim’s IP address as the traffic source

address. The DNS servers then send responses with more bytes than the spoofed requests to the

victim. Thus, the attack amplifies the volume of the original attack traffic. Although the attack

exploits the software of DNS servers and could degrade the DNS server performance, the attack’s

real intention is to congest its victim’s inbound link(s). Therefore, we classify such an attack as a

fast-path attack.

Slow-path attacks: These are attacks that overwhelm the software, computational, memory, or

I/O resource of a device (which could be anywhere along the paths of DDoS traffic). Adversaries

need domain knowledge to exploit the vulnerable software for such attacks. The slow-path attacks

are generally more dynamic than the fast-path attacks, as the attacker can choose what software at

which network layer to exploit. The attacker can also target software at various network locations,

as we analyzed in section 2.1. Here we list the common slow-path attacks that exploit software at

different network layers:

Layer 3: ICMP-based attacks, e.g., ping-of-death [25].

Layer 4: TCP SYN flood [26], TCP SACK panic [27].

Layer 5: Low-and-slow HTTP-based attacks [28] such as R.U.D.Y. [29].

The effects of slow-path attacks widely differ from one to another, e.g., TCP SACK panic attack

only requires a few crafted packets to bring down a whole server, but may require millions of SYN

packets to overwhelm a web server.

Slow-path attack example — TCP SYN flood attack [26]: The original design goal of the

TCP SYN flood attack is to force an end host to maintain an excessive amount of half-open TCP

connections. As a result, the end host is unable to process with new legitimate connections, and we

classify TCP SYN flood attack as a slow-path attack. Generally speaking, most slow-path attacks

allow attackers to hide the raw attack power their botnets posses and are more effective than fast-
path attacks. With that said, an attacker with a massive botnet can certainly launch any slow-path
attacks, e.g., TCP SYN flood attack, as a fast-path attack. Nevertheless, in this study, we classify an

attack by its designed intention.

2.3 Attack Preparation
A DDoS attack often requires a botnet to overrun its target’s resource or degrade the target’s

service level. In the past, an attacker needs to scan vulnerable end hosts and compromise vulnerable

hosts for building a botnet. Today, the attackers can quickly assemble an enormous botnet on

demand. There are multiple ways to assemble a botnet: 1) one can purchase bots from DoS-for-hire

websites [30], 2) rent low-cost virtual machines from hundreds of cloud providers [31], or 3) even

have access to millions of residential IPs from residential proxy providers [32].

An attacker can employ various attack techniques to command the botnet to attack the victims.

Traditionally, the attack traffic is often discernible with some signatures in each attack packet, or

the attack flows behave very differently from regular flows. Today, we see the attackers employ

more advanced attacks than the brute-force attacks above. These attacks are often difficult, if not

impossible, to detect in today’s Internet, and we cover the latest attacks in Sec. 3.
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Apart from the latest attacks, IP spoofing remains a prominent problem in today’s Internet; by

default, networks route packets based on the packet destinations, and do not validate the source

address of each packet. Thus, adversaries can virtually spoof any bit of a packet to render most

attack filtering efforts ineffective. When the affected network cannot derive valid attack signatures,

it is left with mitigation solutions, such as RTBH, that negatively affect its network connectivity

from and to the remaining Internet. Figure 1 shows an attack that overloaded the victim server, and

the server cannot provide a normal service level to its clients. The attacker in the figure employs two

attack techniques: 1) command the botnet to send discernible attack traffic to the victim network,

2) exploit IP spoofing to disrupt signature-based mitigation solutions.

Despite the network community has anti-spoofing solutions such as ingress/egress filtering [33],

the number of spoofable IP networks is still at large due to the deployment rate of these anti-

spoofing solutions. At the time of this writing, according to CAIDA’s spoofer project [34], there are

more than 23% of these ASes allow IP spoofing, and 16% of the IPv4 blocks are spoofable.

2.4 DDoS Defense Taxonomy
The DDoS is a network security problem, and like any security problem, we should study its defense

solutions by defense strategies: prevention, detection/classification, andmitigation, as shown
in Figure 3. In this section, we first introduce our taxonomy (Sec. 2.4.1 – 2.4.3), as well as the

advantages and disadvantages of each defense strategy at different locations on the Internet, as

shown in Figure. 4.

2.4.1 Prevention. The main objective of a prevention solution is to prevent a DDoS attack 1) from

being launched by the attacker, 2) reaching its victim, or 3) exploiting limited resources of the victim.

We summarize prevention solutions by their deployment locations on the Internet as follows:

Source-end prevention: A prevention solution at DDoS source, defined as source end in this

report, is to 1) secure end hosts to prevent adversaries from building large botnets and 2) filter

DDoS traffic proactively, such as ingress filtering. In fact, ingress filtering [33] is designed to work

at such a location. However, these solutions require a high deployment rate for them to achieve

their designed performance. While it is difficult to compromise the end hosts that are running the

latest operating systems (OS) as they receive security patches automatically, many end hosts run

OSes that receive short-term or no security patches at all [1]. For example, a significant amount

of end-of-support but functioning home routers are more susceptible to become bots. Pushing

security solutions to networks is also challenging, although there are fewer edge networks on

the Internet than end hosts. The ingress filtering deployment rate is a prime example [34]. Other

network security solutions, e.g., BGP security, are also facing the same challenge [35].
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Victim-end prevention: A prevention solution from the victim end is often to 1) authenticate

clients and prevent attackers from abusing resources for the clients, and 2) apply rate-limiting poli-

cies to clients based on a normal client traffic/behavior profile. Such techniques cannot stop attackers

from, for example, launching fast-path attacks or exploiting unknown software vulnerabilities at

the victim end.

In-network prevention: An in-network prevention solution is to 1) absorb DDoS traffic with

dedicated network infrastructure, e.g., via content distribution networks (CDN), 2) dodge attacks

by shifting service locations, and 3) patch/redesign the Internet architecture to become resilient

against DDoS attacks. In general, an in-network prevention solution requires a lower deployment

rate than a source-end prevention solution. It is inherently advantageous in traffic engineering,

which enables the three prevention options above.

2.4.2 Detection/Classification. In this report, we differentiate a DDoS detection solution from a

classification solution. A detection solution is to find out if there is an ongoing attack in a network.

In contrast, a classification solution provides a fine-grained view of the attack, e.g., to identify

attack flows by n-tuple packet header fields. On paper, deployment locations are irrelevant to
detection/classification solutions, as long as sufficient telemetry information is available to the

detection/classification solutions. Realistically speaking, given the deployment location of a DDoS

defense system, the lack of telemetry data limits the types of DDoS attacks a detection/classification
solution can recognize. Hence, we also divide detection/classification solutions by their intended

deployment locations as follows:

Source-end detection/classification: A source-end detection/classification solution, by default,

is inherently limited by the amount of available network telemetry data. While such a solution

is highly scalable since the total computation load is distributed to all edge networks, it does not

see the big picture as what the DDoS victim sees. Therefore, detection/classification solutions at

source end are best suited for detecting/classifying significant outliers, e.g., TCP SYN flood attack.

Victim-end detection/classification: Detection/classification solutions at the victim-end lo-

cation have an inherent advantage: a more comprehensive view of the DDoS traffic than other

locations without collaborations. What is more, a victim-end solution has a higher likelihood

to access end-host resource utilization information for more accurate detection/classification re-

sults. In general, a victim-end solution can access more types of telemetry data to detect various

fast/slow-path attacks.
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Table 1. Defense strategy suitability at different network locations

Defense strategy Source-end Victim-end In-network

Prevention High Low Medium

Detection/classification Low High Medium

Mitigation High Medium High

In-network detection/classification: In-network detection/classification solutions share the

(dis)advantages of source-end and victim-end solutions but to a lesser degree. For example, an

in-network solution, on average, have a better view of the victim’s traffic than a source-end solution

but is less scalable as it needs to process more traffic.

An in-network detection/classification solution is in a unique position to capture advanced

attacks that may not be visible at the victim end, as we covered in Sec. 3.1, although it is unknown

how motivated the transit networks are to detect the advanced attacks.

2.4.3 Mitigation. A DDoS mitigation solution in this report is about lessening the attack traffic

towards the victim, i.e., reducing DDoS traffic at different Internet locations. DDoS mitigation

solutions range from systems that filter DDoS traffic at different locations on the Internet to specific

ones that optimize the mitigation efficiency, e.g., techniques that generate fewer traffic filters to

cover more DDoS traffic or pinpoint the best location(s) to deploy traffic filters. We also divide

mitigation solutions by their deployment locations as follows:

Source-endmitigation: Source-end mitigation solutions in our study are mainly about 1) traffic

filtering, 2) rate limiting, and 3) ask clients to fight for their fair shares of resources. Similar to

source-end prevention solutions, a mitigation solution at source end incurs a low traffic policing

overhead but requires a high deployment rate.

Victim-end mitigation: Unfortunately, if a victim network is experiencing a fast-path attack,

the network cannot do anything to mitigate the attack if it does not control the affected fast-path

resources. For slow-path attacks, the mitigation solutions are extremely specific, e.g., write a hotfix

to address TCP SACK panic [27], and we consider them to be out of scope.

In-networkmitigation: In-networkmitigation solutions can alleviate the attack load on victims.

It is often the go-to choice for mitigating fast-path attacks. Such solutions can utilize traffic

redirection techniques to distribute attack traffic to multiple mitigation facilities and mitigate the

attack from there. Commonly adopted solutions by the network operators, such as RTBH [4] and

BGP FlowSpec [5], are in-network mitigation solutions.

2.4.4 Summary of DDoS defense. In this section, we covered our taxonomy of DDoS defense in

this report, the advantages and disadvantages of all three defense locations. Finally, we summarized

the suitability of three defense strategies, prevention, detection/classification, and mitigation, at

different network locations, as shown in Table. 1.

3 DDOS ATTACKS
We have covered the common attacks in Sec. 2.2. In this section, we focus on more advanced attacks

that researchers proposed in recent years. We classify the new attacks into fast-path and slow-path

attacks, based on our attack taxonomy. For each attack, we analyze 1) how difficult it is to launch,

2) how stealthy the attack is for DDoS detection, and 3) how easy it is to mitigate the attack, as

shown in Table 2.
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3.1 Fast-path Attacks
Fast-path attacks intend to inundate the hardware resources of network deviceswithout invoking the

software component. E.g., the packet switching speed or the packet buffer of a network processor.

A fast-path attack requires the adversary to control a decent amount of bots to send a high

volume of traffic towards the target network. As a result, such an attack leads to link congestion

at an upstream network(s) of the target network. While many fast-path attacks today employ

amplification techniques to increase the scale of the attacks, we find major DDoS incidents, e.g., the

Mirai attack [1], utilize compromised IoT devices to launch fast-path attacks directly. Fortunately,

almost all the fast-path attacks today have discernible traffic signatures, and the network operators

can use the signatures to mitigate such attacks.

In this section, we study two fast-path attacks that are less common in the real world. Note

that although the fast-path attacks today strictly target router/switch packet processing or buffer

capacity, we expect future DDoS attacks to target new generation hardware that offloads today’s

software functions, as we covered in Sec. 3.2.

3.1.1 The Coremelt Attack. Studer et al. [17] proposed the Coremelt attack, a fast-path attack that

does not send DDoS traffic to any edge networks as its victims. The Coremelt attack exchanges

“legitimate” traffic between only the bots themselves, i.e., all traffic flows among the bots follow

congestion control. The goal of this attack is to congest targeted links in the transit networks,

thus to degrade network throughput of legitimate user traffic. Due to the attack behavior, the

authors claim the Coremelt attack is difficult to detect, as all bots send wanted traffic to each other.

Furthermore, the adversary could mimic the temporal flow patterns of benign users to mask the

attack. In theory, with N bots, an adversary can generate up toO(N 2) pairwise connections, which

could cause cascading effects on the stateful services that happen to carry the attack traffic.

This attack may not be viable in today’s Internet: the authors use inferred AS-level topologies [36]

and a simplified bandwidth model to evaluate the attack. The bandwidth model does not consider

more realistic factors: backbone networks are well-connected, and they can use load balancing

techniques, e.g., equal-cost multi-path routing (ECMP), to distribute packets across multiple links.

Although the requirement of the Coremelt attack is difficult to obtain, it may be not so unrealistic

soon as the Internet continues to deploy more vulnerable IoT devices.

3.1.2 The Crossfire Attack. Kang et al. [18] proposed another stealthy fast-path attack, the

Crossfire attack. The attack is stealthy as it does not send all attack traffic towards a single network.

Instead, the bots in the Crossfire attack send low-volume “legitimate” flows to a set of decoy servers
that share a set of links that carry traffic for the intended victims. A decoy server is a server that

resides in a network that is different from the intended victim network. The Crossfire attacker first

identifies the persistent link(s) that can be congested by the botnet. Then, the attacker commands

the bots to send attack flows towards the decoy servers. As a result, the attack inundates the link

bandwidth of the intended victim network’s upstream link(s). An example Crossfire attack is as

shown in Figure 5. Note that during a Crossfire attack, the intended victims are unlikely to detect

the attack, as they do not see the full attack landscape (flows). Not to mention that the attack flows

are “legitimate” flows.
The Crossfire attack requires four stages to carry out a successful attack. First, the attacker

commands bots to run traceroute to the intended victims and decoy servers to collect router-level

paths. The attacker selects the persistent links that always appear in the collected paths. It then

computes the links that are heavily used by both legitimate and bot traffic, and select a subset from

the collected links as attack targets. Next, the attacker coordinates its bots to send evenly distributed

traffic to the decoy servers via the targeted links. The aggregate attack traffic bandwidth is slightly
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Fig. 5. The Crossfire Attack [18]

higher than the bandwidth of the targeted links, so the legitimate flows carried by the targeted

links are degraded. The authors claim that since each bot only sends low-volume traffic towards

the decoy servers, real-world intrusion detection systems (IDS) are unlikely to sound alarms.

When comparing the Crossfire attack to the Coremelt attack, we find the Crossfire is more

realistic than the Coremelt; the Crossfire attack targets links that are closer to the edge networks

and are often not over-provisioned. The Coremelt attack, on the other hand, requires a specific bot

distribution on the Internet to overwhelm a particular link in a backbone network.

3.2 Slow-path Attacks
A slow-path attack exploits the running software of an end host, and it intends to either 1) trick

the software to stay in a low throughput state or 2) exhaust the computational, memory, or I/O

resources via specific program interfaces. To launch an effective slow-path attack against a victim,

the adversary first needs to learn the vulnerable software that is running on the victim host. The

adversary may also need to measure the victim’s system performance/capacity to estimate the

required attack budget.

In this section, we study 1) the latest pulsing attacks [19, 20] that aim to trick software to stay in

a low throughput state, and 2) a DoS attack in SDN [22] that aims to exhaust the I/O resource in

software-defined networks.

3.2.1 Pulsing Attacks. In a pulsing attack [37], the attacker coordinates the bots to send bursty

traffic pulses to the victim network, periodically. These bursty traffic pulses allow the attacker to

degrade the benign TCP flows’ throughput that are established with the victim. A well-synchronized

pulsing attack can trick the benign TCP flows to believe in severe link congestion. Thus, these flows

reduce their TCP window size to hope for less congested links. While many pulsing attacks, such

as [38, 39, 40], have been proposed, they have difficulties in 1) synchronizing the bots to launch

the traffic pulses, and 2) they require a centralized controller to coordinates the bots. Therefore,

it is often quite challenging to launch a successful pulsing attack. To overcome these two issues,

Ke et al. [19] presented CICADAS, a practical pulsing attack that aims to address both issues.
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Fig. 6. Tail attack on web applications [20]

CICADAS implements 1) a decentralized attack system that uses link congestion as an implicit

signaling mechanism, and 2) a Kalman-filter-based estimation algorithm to achieve tight pulse

synchronization among the bots in the attack. CICADA involves the following steps to launch a

pulsing attack against TCP flows:

Bootstrap: the attacker first initializes each bot with a set of attack parameters, e.g., which

link to attack, or how bursty the pulse should be.

Lurk: once bots are initialized, each bot probes the target link to estimate the round-trip

time, and infers the link congestion.

Attack: once a bot detected link congestion, the bot starts to send attack pulses to the target

link, and hope to congest the target link periodically. If there are enough bots to congest

the target link at the same time, the bots can suppress benign TCP flows due to the TCP

congestion avoidance design.

The authors of CICADAS evaluated the attack in an emulated environment, and they show when

the length of each attack pulse is set to 200ms, CICADAS can effectively reduce the throughput of

benign TCP flows to as low as 30%.

Shan et al. [20] proposed a pulsing attack against modern web applications. Authors of this

work consider the attack as a low-rate DDoS attack, and they aim to force the web applications to

incur long-tail latency. Unlike traditional low-rate attacks that create long-lasting connections with

the victim servers and waste their memory or I/O resource, this attack [20] is to create short source
contentions [41] to cause long latency (more than 1 second) on web applications at 95 percentiles.

Because each source contention period is short, existing coarse-grained system telemetry tools

cannot detect such an attack; on average, the attack does not overwhelm the hardware resource.

Authors claim the attack can impose long-term damages to the service quality of its victims.

This attack exploits the fact that most web applications today are distributed systems; a web

application is often composed of a web server, a back-end program that handles the business logic,

and a database. Each component above is hosted on a separate machine for scalability concerns.

The attack tries a combination of different bursty HTTP(s) requests to the victim server, and utilizes

Kalman filter to estimate the most effective requests to generate predictable short source contention

periods within the web application. As a result, the victim application has to drop/queue requests

from legitimate users, which translates to high tail latency. Figure 6 represents the attack process.

Interestingly, both CICADAS [19] and this attack [20] utilize Kalman filter to estimate the best

timing for sending out attack pulses. The main difference is that the CICADAS targets the benign

TCP flows (layer 4) while Shan et al. [20] focus on attacking web applications (layer 5).
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Fig. 7. DoS in SDN [22]

3.2.2 DDoS in SDN. Today, many networks employ SDN to facilitate more flexible network

engineering via a common programmable interface. However, many SDN implementations, e.g.,

software controllers for OpenFlow, are susceptible to DDoS attacks [10].

Wang et al. [22] proposed a DoS attack to exhaust the I/O resource in SDN networks. This

attack is viable when the target SDN network employs reactive-forwarding schemes. In a reactive-

forwarding scheme, SDN switches query the SDN controllers to decide how to process the packets

when the switches cannot match any flow entries in their forwarding tables (FIB). The switches

then cache the decisions from SDN controllers in their FIBs and proceed to process packets. Thus,

the attack is to send packets that the SDN switches do not know how to handle. If the adversary

sends randomly generated packets frequently enough, an SDN switch is then bound to query

its controller for learning how to process those packets. As a by-product, such an attack allows

the attacker to fill up the forwarding tables of the SDN switches, which could force the switches

to evacuate the benign flow entries for DDoS flow entries. In summary, the DDoS attack is to

overwhelm the I/O channel between the SDN switches to their SDN controller(s), as indicated in

Figure 7.

3.3 DDoS Attack Summary
In Table 2, we first list the most frequent but common DDoS attacks on the Internet today. With

existing DDoS attack tools available online, these attacks are easy to launch. Most of these attacks

are easy to detect and mitigate as they consist of discernible attack patterns. We rank low-rate

attacks to be more difficult to detect and mitigate as their traffic profiles may overlap with the

legitimate traffic profiles.

Table 2. Selected DDoS attacks

Attack Type Example Attack
Difficulty

Defense Difficulty
Detection Mitigation

Traditional
Attacks

Fast-path Flooding attacks [42, 2, 24, 43] Easy Easy Easy

Slow-path Low-rate attacks [29, 44] Easy Medium Medium

Layer 4/5 attacks [45, 46, 26] Easy Easy Easy

Advanced
Attacks

Fast-path Coremelt [17] Hard Hard Hard

CrossFire [18] Hard Medium Hard

Slow-path
CICADAS [19] Medium Hard Medium

Tail Attack [20] Medium Hard Easy

DoS on SDN [22] Hard Medium Easy
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While these DDoS attacks are easy to launch and can efficiently take down many edge networks,

the network community has also learned how to defend against the common DDoS over the years.

For example, Handley et al. [47] listed general guidance to design network systems that are DDoS

resilient. As many DDoS attacks today can often reach 100s of Gbps and beyond, DPS services,

such as Akamai [48] and Cloudflare [49], built dedicated network infrastructure to 1) absorb DDoS

traffic with DNS and BGP anycast, and 2) filter the DDoS traffic in hours if not minutes[50].

Meanwhile, network security researchers continue to discover advanced DDoS attacks, as shown

in the bottom section of Table 2. In comparison, advanced DDoS attacks are more stealthy than

common DDoS attacks, as we discussed in Sec. 3.1 and Sec. 3.2. While the victims can mitigate [20,

22] locally once detected, others [17, 18, 19] are more difficult to mitigate as they require mitigation

efforts from the victims’ upstream networks. Not to mention that a victim in such attacks needs

to persuade their upstream networks to filter traffic towards other networks. Fortunately, we

consider these attacks more difficult to launch as they 1) require a higher attack budget [17, 18], 2)

rely on accurate measurements during the attack [19, 20], or 3) have access to specific network

environments [22]. Note that as the network hardware evolves, a slow-path attack we reviewed

today may become a fast-path attack in the future. We see more software functions are being

offloaded to hardware [51]. Regardless, our attack taxonomy should continue to apply.

We believe our network community needs to evaluate whether the existing prevention, detection,

and mitigation solutions are sufficient to defend against the advanced DDoS. To the best of our

knowledge, there are no previous surveys that cover these advanced DDoS attacks, and we hope to

fill this gap in our report.

4 DDOS DEFENSES
In this section, we review the DDoS defense solutions published in selected venues, as listed in

Sec. 1. As DDoS attacks continue to impose threats to today’s network for more than two decades,

we believe there is a need for deployable DDoS defense research. While the following factors are

by no means complete, we believe a deployable defense solution must consider them, if applicable.

Assumption: Does a solution base on unrealistic assumptions? E.g., assuming no IP spoofing.

Performance: Does the solution achieve the problem? How good is it?

Scalability: Does a solution scale against large-scale DDoS attacks?

Delay: How long does a solution take to react to a DDoS attack?

Cost: Does the cost of the solution justify its operational context?

Transparency: Does a solution require significant modifications to the Internet?

Complexity: How many moving components or dependencies does a solution require?

In particular, we focus on the performance and scalability of defense solutions, and we quali-

tatively evaluate the deployability of the solution.

Based on our defense taxonomy from Sec. 2.4, below, we cover prevention solutions (Sec. 4.1),

detection/classification solutions (Sec. 4.2), and mitigation solutions (Sec. 4.3). For solutions in

each defense strategy, we further divide them by the three defense locations: 1) DDoS-source, 2)
victim-network, and 3) in-network. We summarized selected defense solutions in Tables 3, 4,

and 5.

4.1 DDoS Prevention
A good defense starts with a comprehensive prevention scheme. In DDoS defense, prevention

solutions are to prevent DDoS from happening. As mentioned in the section overview, we divide

prevention solutions into three groups based on their deployment locations:

• DDoS-source prevention
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– secure end hosts to prevent adversaries from building large botnets, and

– filter DDoS traffic proactively, such as ingress filtering.

• Victim-network prevention

– authenticate clients to prevent attackers from abusing clients’ resources, and

– apply rate-limiting policy based on the normal traffic profile of each host.

• In-network prevention

– absorb DDoS traffic with dedicated network infrastructure,

– dodge attacks by shifting service locations, and

– patch/redesign the Internet architecture to become resilient against DDoS attacks.

4.1.1 DDoS-Source Prevention: End-Hosts Security. As bots are the primitive elements in DDoS

attacks naturally, hardening the overall system security of end-hosts on the Internet is extremely

important. Generally speaking, we should always advocate the awareness of software security,

e.g., enable the on-host firewall, keep the system software up to date, disable unused services,

and as simple as to not execute random software downloaded from the Internet. While these

practices cannot put DDoS attacks to a full stop (e.g., the adversaries can rent machines from data

centers to launch DDoS), they certainly help to reduce the attack scale. These simple, probably

most effective techniques, however, are often the most difficult in practice. For example, in 2016,

the Mirai botnet took down Dyn’s DNS service, which caused a cascading failure that renders

many major web services inaccessible. Antonakakis et al. [1] found the root cause of the incident

presents a classic example of the security oversight frommany hardware manufacturers; the devices

participated in this attack are publicly accessible via dictionary account and passwords, and they

come with virtually no software support from day one. On top of incidents such as the Mirai attacks,

researchers regularly discover design/implementation bugs in operating systems; recently, security

researchers found a vulnerability in Linux TCP SACK implementation where the adversaries can

easily trigger kernel panic on any vulnerable servers [27].

4.1.2 DDoS-Source Prevention: IP-Spoofing Prevention. Ingress/egress filtering technique [33, 52]
is one of the most effective prevention schemes to prevent amplification attacks from happening.

Although it is a simple yet effective solution, the deployment of such a technique is low in many

countries [34]. Ingress/egress filtering requires the edge network operators to install stateless

ACLs on the routers to rule out outgoing traffic with spoofed source IP addresses; i.e., in an edge

network, the ACL only allow traffic sourced from their network prefixes. This technique requires

a high deployment rate for effective spoofing prevention, and it is not ideal for transit network

deployment. Often, IP-spoofing prevention solution for the transit networks means a system with

inter-AS collaborations, to obtain the knowledge of expected traffic in the transit networks [53, 54].

4.1.3 Victim-Network Prevention: Authentication. As a common practice, public-facing servers

should verify if a user is a human or bot before running any resource-intensive operations; Systems

such as CAPTCHA [55] helps to differentiate human from the bot by asking a set of puzzles that are

computationally difficult for the bots. To provide better user experience than CAPTCHA, Gummadi

et al. [56], presented a human activity attester to authenticate human users. The attester collects

and models the keyboard and mouse activity of a benign user, and rejects requests that do not

follow the model. The work relies on Trusted Platform Module [57] to ensure the authenticity of

the activities from input devices, thus to can prevent attackers from fabricating activity data.

Authentication schemes fail when the adversaries pay reconnaissance efforts; an attacker could

authenticate all of its bots before the attack. A simple approach to prevent such reconnaissance

effort is to frequently re-authenticate users. In general, we do not consider end-host authentication
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schemes can defend against fast-path attacks that focus on flooding the network links; an end host

has no control over network traffic traveling to itself on the Internet.

4.1.4 Victim-Network Prevention: Resource Accounting and Isolation. As an adversary could pay a

reconnaissance effort to authenticate her bots and launch a slow-path attack, to address such an

issue, one can choose to understand the server resource allocations and apply fair shares to the

clients. Spatscheck et al. [58] proposed Escout, an extension to the Scout operating system. Escout

allows its users to measure the system resource spent on each client request at different system

layers. Using an HTTP request as an example, in Escout, it tracks resource usage, i.e., computation,

memory, and I/O, throughout the entire process to complete the request. In other words, the system

provides fine-grained telemetry information about resource usage at the different network layers

of the server. With such resource telemetry information, Escout allows the system administrator to

apply custom Quality-of-Service (QoS) policies to assign fair shares of resources to the clients.

4.1.5 In-Network Prevention: Absorbing DDoS Traffic. Many DPS providers today often use anycast

techniques (BGP or DNS) in combination with their content distribution networks (CDN) to

increase the overall request processing capacity to absorb DDoS traffic. Depending on the anycast

technique in use, such a solution may require DPS providers to hide the protected server IPs from

the public, i.e., DNS-anycast-based prevention solutions. Therefore, the adversaries cannot send

attack traffic directly to the protected servers. Such a prevention technique is like an arms race

between the attacker and the defender; the defender must acquire more resources than the attacker

to absorb/fight off the attack traffic from many locations.

Freedman et al. [59] proposed an anycast framework for any service. The authors implemented

a DNS anycast service and redirect client traffic based on the measured network latency; Each client

gets assigned to a server with a low network latency. Gilad et al. [60] presented CDN-on-Demand,

a system that automatically deploys CDN nodes at cloud providers to absorb DDoS or flash crowd

traffic. The system is essentially an open-source implementation of the DDoS prevention solutions

offered by DPS providers. The authors of CDN-on-Demand show that it incurs only a few US

dollars per month while commercial solutions are considerably higher than CDN-on-Demand.

FastRoute [61], as shown in Figure 8, is a BGP-anycast-based CDN system that traps regional

network requests to nearby data centers. FastRoute monitors the utilization of each CDN node, and

collocates DNS and CDN proxy services at the same location to allow CDN networks to perform

fine-grained load balancing scheme at each data center. A FastRoute CDN node announces BGP

anycast messages when it is underutilized and withdraw the anycast messages when it is overloaded.

Similar to [60, 61], DeDoS [62] is a system that automatically populates the busy modules of an

application in the cloud. DeDoS requires software developers to write modular programs in a

specific approach, and DeDoS then duplicate the highly utilized modules in the cloud. In case an

application-layer DDoS attack happens, DeDoS immediately spawn multiple copies of the program

modules that are being affected the most.

In many scenarios, the prevention scheme discussed above is sufficient to protect small websites

from common DDoS attacks. Note that for the solutions that employ DNS anycast, they only work

when the real IP of the protected servers is hidden from the public. However, recent research

projects, e.g., Jin et al. [63], allows the adversaries to retrieve the IPs of the protected servers. Thus,
the adversaries can bypass CDN prevention schemes and attack the protected servers directly.

4.1.6 In-Network Prevention: Dodge DDoS by Shifting Service Locations. Today, many hosts their

Internet services on private or public clouds at fixed locations. However, this property gives the

attacker ample time to prepare sophisticated attacks. To avoid such a vulnerability, researchers

proposed defense systems [64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69] to allow service owners to automatically relocate
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Fig. 8. FastRoute Architecture [61]

their services to different physical/logical locations during the attack time. We call these systems

moving target defense (MTD) systems. The goal of an MTD system is to 1) shuffle the clients

of a service within a set of service replicas and 2) isolate attack bots onto a small set of replicas

while providing legitimate clients stable services with another set of service replicas [70, 71].

While these MTD solutions built on top of overlay networks, the main advantage of MTD over

the aforementioned overlay-network schemes is that the MTD solutions do not need to match the

resources of the attackers; thus, MTD solutions incur less defense cost.

Jafarian et al. [64] proposed OpenFlow Random Host Mutation (OF-RHM), a technique that

utilizes the flexibility in SDN to prevent scanners from learning the potential vulnerabilities of a

server by frequently shifting the server’s virtual IPs. OF-RHM generates virtual IPs randomly to

confuse the existing scanning tools, and it provides transparent connection handoffs to the real IPs

that are associated with the virtual IPs. MOTAG, proposed by Jia et al. [65] in 2013, is a prevention

system that defends against link flooding attacks. In MOTAG, clients first authenticate themselves

to obtain proxy node IP addresses (exclusively known by the authenticated users). Each client is

then provided with one proxy IP, and proof-of-work is applied to protect the client’s authentication

channel. Whenever a proxy is under attack, it will be replaced by another replica at a different

location, and some users will be migrated to the new replica. If the new replica is later under the

attacker, MOTAG repeats the same process to move partial users to another replica until there is

no attack on the proxy or the insiders (who behave like benign users that leak the proxy locations)

are identified. Although MOTAG is a promising prevention system, it requires end hosts to install

custom software to solve cryptographic puzzles (PoW) to obtain an access token to the proxies.

Thus, MOTAG is not a transparent solution to many, and this is a severe deployment problem that

challenges other DDoS defense systems. Authors also have a strong assumption that the attackers

can not flood the authentication servers, and victims can reserve numerous servers with low proxy
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instantiation time. Similarly, Khattab et al. [72] proposed a solution that applies group-testing

theory to quickly identify the abnormal clients that utilize the most server resources, and isolate

them. Since the MOTAG system does not address slow-path attacks, Jia et al. [66] later proposed a

system to improve MOTAG. The work [66] introduces a load balancer component that monitors

the system loads of overlay nodes and dynamically creates replica nodes to isolate bots onto a small

set of machines. [68, 69] are two MTD solutions that focus on evaluating the shuffling mechanism

of MTD. They utilize SDN to protect applications that are hosted on cloud providers specifically.

However, they both share strong assumptions as above MTD solutions.

4.1.7 In-Network Prevention: Patch and Redesign the Internet. The Internet architecture was not
designed with security in mind, and its open design has led to countless DDoS attacks. To address

the design issues, network researchers proposed many overlay-network-based systems to address

the design flaws in the existing Internet. The main idea of these overlay-network-based solutions is

to authenticate legitimate users and only allow authenticated traffic to reach a victim’s network.

These solutions, by in large, are composed of static overlay networks and can be used for addressing

both fast-path and slow-path attacks (Section 3.2).

Yaar et al. [73] proposed SIFF in 2004, a system that divides network traffic into privileged

and unprivileged classes, where the privileged class has access to higher network bandwidth. SIFF

clients have to authenticate themselves with the servers they try to communicate with and obtain

tokens that allow them to access the privileged network. In the same year, Keromytis et al. [74]
proposed secure overlay services (SOS) to prevent DoS attacks proactively. SOS consists of a set

of servlets (servers that act as network proxies) that are located around the victim server. Each

servlet has an “approved” IP address to access the protected network; SOS filters all traffic without

a valid source IP address. Clients in this system have to authenticate themselves with one of these

servlets; only then, these clients can forward their requests to the protected network. Because SOS

filters unauthenticated traffic before they reach the actual victim server, link flooding attacks are

less likely to incur in the SOS network. SOS assumes the list of "approved" IPs will stay secret, and

the attackers cannot spoof the IPs to reach the protected network. Although SOS shows promising

prevention results against link flooding attacks, it requires end-host software modifications to route

their traffic via the servlets.

Andersen [75] later proposed Mayday, a system to improve SOS by separating SOS’s overlay

routing and filtering. The author argues that SOS [74] is susceptible to insider attacks as an attacker

could authenticate her bots in SOS to learn all the approved IPs, and the bots can spoof their

addresses as the approved IPs to reach the real victim server. Mayday, on the other hand, supports

a set of overlay routing schemes to prevent attackers from learning the approved IPs. For example,

Mayday can use either 1) random routing or 2) doubly-indirect routing, which adds another routing

layer in the overlay network to mitigate the insider attacks. However, these additional protection

mechanisms add both computational and network overhead on the overlay nodes (or servlets in

SOS). In delay-sensitive services, e.g., Voice over IP (VoIP), Mayday will not be their best DDoS

prevention choice. Around the same time, WebSOS [76] was proposed as a prevention system that

integrates CAPTCHA [55] and SOS [74] to protect web servers from the attacks while requires

little modifications to the end-to-end web software stack, e.g., web browser and server.

Stavrou et al. [77] proposed a DDoS attack, the sweeping attack, against the overlay-based

prevention solutions and provided a stateless overlay network to address the problem. In the

sweeping attack, the attacker uses her bots to attack a small set of proxy nodes in an overlay

network at a time. Thus, the targeted nodes are affected by fast-path attacks. The attacker frequently

changes the set of nodes to attack so that the latency-dependent services will be severely affected.

E.g., imagine VoIP calls get interrupted every 10 seconds. This attack exploits the fact that the
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overlay nodes are composed of commodity machines with limited bandwidth and computational

power. To address the sweeping attack, the authors proposed a spread-spectrum technique that

requires the clients in the system to send their packets across multiple proxy nodes in the overlay

network. Overlay nodes then forward the packets to the protected server (this technique shares

a similar idea behind Multipath TCP [78]). Unlike Multipath TCP, spread-spectrum allows clients

to send duplicated packets across multiple overlay nodes to ensure a higher packet delivery rate

in case the DDoS traffic congests some inbound links of the overlay nodes. This approach works

when the attacker cannot overwhelm all the overlay nodes simultaneously; this assumption is

close to reality as it is challenging for a botnet to overwhelm physically distributed nodes on the

Internet. The authors evaluated the performance of the work on PlanetLab testbed. As a result, the

throughput reduction rate ranges from 50% (no packet replication spreading) to close 10% (when

each client replicates each packet twice). In summary, spread-spectrum is an interesting technique

to deliver traffic through in overlay networks. However, this technique may cause cascading failure

to the Internet when it is widely used, i.e., the effective bandwidth of each link shrinks as the packet

replication rate goes up.

Dixon et al. [79] proposed Phalanx to defend against slow-path attacks. Authors recognized

that DDoS classification is a difficult task as many DDoS attacks today behave just like benign

clients. Authors argue that while the previous defense solutions, some while elegant, all have high

deployment burden. Phalanx itself is not much deployable as it requires software support from

end to end, meaning that it requires custom client, server, router, and overlay software. In Phalanx,

when a client sends packets to a destination, its packets traverse through a set of random traffic

forwarders/nodes, and the attacker is unlikely to know the correct forwarding path. The system

then only delivers the packets forwarded by the forwarders to the destination, so only the legitimate

requests can go through. It leverages a set of machines that absorb DDoS traffic, and it assumes

the aggregate capacity of the machines does not exceed the botnet by a huge margin. The system

is not always on, and it stops when the attacks become ineffective. Similar to SOS and Mayday,

Phalanx network drops unauthenticated packets by default, and there are two ways to authenticate

a client: authenticated tokens exchanged off-band and crypto-puzzles (proof-of-work). In particular,

a client can directly access any Phalanx-enabled server if the client has an authenticated token of

the server. If the client does not have an authentication token, the client can still access the server

by solving crypto-puzzles (or proof-of-work).

Another overlay-based prevention system, ScoreForCore, proposed by Kalkan et al. [80], is a
collaborative system that proactively removes DDoS traffic when network congestion is detected.

Each router in the overlay network determines whether a packet is legitimate through Bayesian

Theorem; if the value of a packet exceeds a predetermined threshold, the packet is then considered

as a part of the DDoS attack. While ScoreForCore is similar to Mayday [75], in that it forms a set of

protection rings around protected destination networks, ScoreForCore does not handle DDoS that

employs IP spoofing as the routers have to maintain flow states correspond to each packet. In this

case, the ScoreForCore system runs out of the system memory to maintain scores for all flows.

MiddlePolice [14] includes a prevention scheme that redirects the traffic towards a destination.

MiddlePolice uses BGP or DNS anycast to enforce the traffic forwarding path towards a destination.

All directed traffic goes through a set of mboxes, a set of commodity servers that police traffic.

The mboxes then process the traffic towards the destination and maintain the statistics of each

traffic flow. The destination network chooses a bandwidth allocation policy to ensure its service

quality; e.g., the network could enforce an equal amount of bandwidth to each sender or even

allocate bandwidth at AS-level granularity. In MiddlePolice, the real IP of the destination network

is hidden from the public. In case the real IP is leaked, MiddlePolice requires the network provider

of the destination network to install ACL rules to forward only the packets processed by mboxes
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Fig. 9. Sibra [82] Architecture

to the destination network. For mboxes to work effectively, each mbox must learn the available

bandwidth from itself to the destination network. MiddlePolice builds a feedback loop between

each mbox and the destination network, and the destination network can report each mbox the

available bandwidth individually. As mboxes are general-purpose machines, the packet processing

performance is inefficient when compared to the hardware routers, especially when each machine

needs to track flow states while rate limit flows.

STRIDE [81] and Sibra [82] are two similar DDoS prevention schemes that defend against

fast-path attacks. Both solutions rely on SCION [83], which stands for Scalability, Control, and
Isolation On Next-Generation Networks, to perform long-term bandwidth allocation among transit

networks, and both systems ensure short-term end-to-end link bandwidth between two hosts.

Due to the end-to-end bandwidth allocation, the network availability is independent of the size of
botnets. Figure 9 shows Sibra [82] system in action. SCION is a clean-slate Internet architecture

that considers many missing features of the Internet today. E.g., in SCION, it includes mechanisms

to prevent IP spoofing and route hijacking from happening. However, at the time of this writing,

the deployment of SCION is at its initial stage, and whether the Internet will adopt it is too early to

tell.

4.1.8 DDoS Prevention Summary. In Table 3, we qualitatively rank each selected prevention solu-

tion’s performance, scalability, and deployability. As the first and the most critical defense stage,

we realized there are many methods to provide a more secure network environment. While it is

impossible to design systems with perfect security, we need to reduce the size of attack vectors

to prevent large-scale attacks from happening. We should not only rely on device manufacturers

(end-host security) to produce devices with better security and upgradable, but different networks

also need to implement the best preventative practices.

Most solutions in Sec. 4.1.5 (absorbing DDoS traffic) and Sec. 4.1.7 (patching and redesigning

the Internet) deliver good to excellent performance in DDoS prevention. Such a solution traps

attack traffic in regional networks before the attack traffic accumulates at the victim-end networks.

While these solutions hardly run into any scalability issue to a small number of users/networks, the

solutions can impose huge heavyworkloads on the clouds, routers when facingmore users/networks.

E.g., cloud providers may not be able to absorb traffic for 1000s of edge networks simultaneously,
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Table 3. Selected DDoS prevention solutions

Main Idea Example Performance Scalability Deployability

Source-End
(Sec. 4.1.1,

Sec. 4.1.2)

End-Host

Security

Out of scope N/A N/A N/A

IP-Spoofing

Prevention

Ingress filtering [33] Excellent High Medium

Park et al. [53]
Mirkovic et al. [54] Fair Medium Low

Victim-End
(Sec. 4.1.3,

Sec. 4.1.4)

Authentication CAPTCHA [55] Good High High

Resource

Accounting

Escout [58] Good High Medium

In-Network
(Sec. 4.1.5,

Sec. 4.1.6,

Sec. 4.1.7)

Absorb Attack

OASIS [59]

CDN-on-Demand [60]

Good Medium High

FastRoute [61] Excellent Medium High

Dodge Attack

MOTAG [65]

Khattab et al. [72] Fair Medium Medium

OF-RHM [64]

Jia et al. [66]
Debroy et al. [68]
Shan et al. [69]

Fair Low Medium

Patch/Redesign

Internet

Phalanx [79]

ScoreForCore [80]

Fair Medium Low

WebSOS [76]

Mayday[75]

SOS[74]

Good Medium Low

Stavrou et al. [77] Good Low Med

STRIDE [81]

SIBRA [82]

Good High Low

MiddlePolice [14] Excellent Medium Medium

and the use of careless BGP anycast could impose an increased network footprint on the Internet.

Indeed, Morau et al. [6] presented a preliminary study of the collateral damages caused by BGP-

anycast-based defense solutions. Although these solutions can be costly, we value their deployability

from medium to high as they use the most practical technique that one can deploy on today’s

Internet. The redesigning-the-Internet solutions [81, 82], on the other hand, face challenges such

as deployment incentives and cost. Thus, we value their deployability as low. With that said, they

are reasonable prevention solutions in terms of their performance, and they are inherently scalable

due to their design.

Moving target defense (MTD) solutions (dodging attacks), utilize overlay networks, deserve a

new category in DDoS prevention due to their unique operational model. These solutions allow

users to combat DDoS attacks with a finite amount of resources and regionalize the attack power

via group testing. However, all reviewed MTD solutions have assumptions that may be difficult

to implement in the real world. For example, the lack of considering application state migration

procedure, and the existing MTD solutions assume a fixed number of insiders that can inform the

adversaries as to render the defense techniques ineffective. For these unaddressed reasons, we value

their performance as fair, and deployability as medium. We rank their scalability as medium as

such a solution requires each overlay node to maintain utilization states of each client.

While researchers have developed many DDoS prevention solutions to protect networks from

different aspects, as we listed above, these prevention solutions are certainly not comprehensive

enough or cost-effective [60, 61] for defending against the latest attacks. We need to detect/classify

the latest or even unknown attacks and mitigate them.
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4.2 DDoS Detection and Classification
While prevention schemes are crucial to DDoS defense, they cannot protect all types of servers/net-

works. When they fail, the victims first need to detect/classify the DDoS attacks before mitigation.

In this section, we review each selected detection/classification solution using the same template

as defined in the section overview. As we mentioned in Sec. 2.4, DDoS detection/classification

techniques are agnostic to deployment locations. The main challenge is to provide them with a

sufficient amount of telemetry data. We summarized all the reviewed solutions in Table 4.

4.2.1 Identify Anomalies/Attacks. Before mitigating any attacks, we need to know whether there

is an attack. We review a list of papers that focus on detecting the attacks. While these solutions

do not facilitate fine-grained DDoS mitigation, they serve as a preliminary step towards DDoS

mitigation nonetheless. In our study, we only find detection solutions that are designed for victim
networks, in other words, they assume a complete view of telemetry data that is available to them.
The selected DDoS detection solutions are as follows:

General network anomaly detection solutions, such as [84, 85, 86, 87], derive the threshold values

of the monitored networks when the networks are healthy, and they model DDoS attacks as simple

as a large number of connections towards one destination. However, as discussed in Sec. 3, the latest

attacks send “legitimate” traffic to the victims, and some attack traffic may never reach a victim’s

network [17, 18]. These general anomaly detection systems are not applicable in these cases.

Hussain et al. [88] proposed a framework to detect link-flooding attacks in victim networks. The

work also determines whether an attack comes from a single host or multiple hosts. The authors

first apply packet header analysis that uses packet ID and TTL fields to infer whether packets are

spoofed, thus to detect attacks. However, the adversaries can easily mimic benign packets to render

the technique ineffective. The authors then analyze the temporal relationships of the traffic volume

to monitor the traffic ramp-up behavior: if traffic ramp-up behavior exists, the authors believe

it provides a good indication that there is a multi-source attack. As smart attackers can create

artificial ramp-ups, the authors proposed a spectral analysis technique to improve the robustness of

detection. The analysis counts the number of attack packets in 1ms intervals over a time window,

e.g., 30 seconds. For each time window, authors compute power spectral density using the known

attack traces, i.e., single- and multi-source attack traces. According to their evaluation, single- and

multi-source attacks behave rather differently. Hussain et al. [89] later presented an automation

process to fingerprint and identified repeated DDoS attacks. The process relies on the spectral

analysis technique from their previous work [88]. COSSACK [90] is a source-end defense solution

that relies on 1) traceback solutions to identify attack source networks, 2) Snort, to detect attacks

based on predefined thresholds, and 3) detection techniques from [88] to identify attack types. In

COSSACK, the victim networks provide attack-source networks the attack detection criteria, and

the attack-source networks then monitor for the potential attacks. The COSSACK system scales

as it distributes the detection load across all edge networks. Similar to many source-end defense

solutions, this work does address deployment issues. Furthermore, [88] may not work well under

the operation context of COSSACK, as link-flooding attacks generally do not occur at attack source

networks.

Gavrilis et al. [91] analyzed DDoS attack tools and found many of the tools spoof source IPs,
source and destination ports, and other flag fields. With the discovery, the authors proposed an

attack detection system that relies on statistical features, e.g., TCP sequence number, window size,

to train radial-basis-function neural networks in the victim network. This system, however, only

detects the common attacks as covered in Sec. 2.2. To understand what packet features in a network

are more important for DDoS detection, Osanaiye et al. [92] proposed an ensemble-based feature

selection method to choose the best feature set of a network for attack detection. [92] feed network
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traces to multiple filters, e.g., information gain, Chi-square, and evaluate the result from each filter

to find the best packet feature set for the network. Unfortunately, the work does not detail what

DDoS attacks it detects.

Rather than relying on traffic volume analysis [88, 89, 90] to detect attacks, many entropy-based

approaches [93, 94, 28, 95] use packet features, e.g., IP addresses, ports, and flow volume to build

detection systems with more insights. Nychis et al. [93] presented a measurement study of entropy-

based anomaly detection solutions, and the authors use information such as 1) IP addresses, 2) ports,

3) flow size distribution, and 4) the number of unique destinations that a host communicates. The

authors used both synthesized network anomalies and traffic records from an educational network

in their study. The study found there is a strong correlation between the number of connections per

host and DDoS attacks. Xie et al. [94] proposed an entropy-based DDoS detection system for web

servers. The goal is to detect attacks that utilize legitimate HTTP requests. The system calculates

the popularity of each accessed documents and models temporal document access patterns during

benign flash crowd events. It uses a custom hidden Markov model to compute entropy values based

on the incoming HTTP requests. The authors evaluated the system by injecting DDoS attacks

into a set of flash crowd event traces, and evaluate whether the trained system can later detect

those injected attack traces. This work is only applicable to websites that host static web content,

and it does not detect non-HTTP-based attacks. Xiang et al. [28] proposed an entropy-based

detection method to detect low-rate DDoS attacks, with strong assumptions such as the full control

of network routers on the Internet, and the attack traffic follows the Poisson distribution. [95]

is another entropy-based detection system, and the authors evaluated their solution against 3

small real-world datasets. They show the solution can differentiate the flash crowd events from the

DDoS attacks. However, these small datasets are not representative of all networks, and they are

composed of the most common DDoS attacks we see today.

4.2.2 Identify Suspicious/Attack Flows. Only knowing a DDoS attack is occurring is not enough,

we must classify attack flows to facilitate a fine-grained DDoS mitigation. In theory, we can define

a flow in a traditional sense: n-tuple packet header fields; one can also define a flow by the shared

signature/pattern among the attack traffic. In reality, an adversary can render the latter infeasible

by generating packets with random/encrypted content. For example, the adversary can launch a

CrossFire-like attack that sends seemingly-benign HTTPS traffic.

4.2.2.1 DDoS-Source Classification. D-Ward [11] is a source-end DDoS defense solution that

detects and mitigates fast-path attacks. Each router in D-Ward tracks the statistics of each flow (e.g.,

a TCP flow), and compares the statistics against a benign flow’s traffic model. For example, if a TCP

flow’s packet in-and-out rate lies outside a predetermined threshold, this TCP flow is flagged as

attack flow. While the system can detect discernible attack flows at attack traffic source, it cannot

detect attack flows that follow benign flow behaviors; due to such behavior, these attacks render

source-end attack detection ineffective. Lu et al. [96] proposed a source-end detection system that

uses both threshold-based and machine learning-based approaches to detect SYN attacks at edge

networks;

4.2.2.2 Victim-Network Classification. Sun et al. [37] proposed a distributed system to detect

slow-path pulsing attacks at/close to the victim end. The system requires all the upstream routers

of an attack victim to perform detection on their egress ports toward the victim. To detect the

pulsing attacks, authors frequently sample a network’s traffic, e.g., 100 times per second, and

collect the time series of the network’s link bandwidth utilization. The system then scans for the

bandwidth utilization windows that are bursty, and verify whether there is a pattern of the bursty

windows. Because the system requires transit AS deployment, the cost of the detection is not trivial;
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Fig. 10. Firecol [102] protection rings

the computational complexity of the detection algorithm is θ (n2), and a transit network needs to

provide always-on detection for all its customers.

DDoS Shield [97, 98] is a defense solution that aims to address slow-path attacks, and authors

used HTTP servers as their proof of concept. DDoS Shield tracks individual HTTP client’s behavior

with metrics such as request inter-arrival time, request workload on the DDoS Shield-enabled

server. DDoS Shield then calculates a suspicion value of each HTTP client based on the behavior

metrics and triggers the mitigation process if necessary.

Khattab et al. [72] proposed a defense system that uses group-testing theory to bait/detect and

mitigate fast-path attack bots. The work applies threshold-based detection and assumes attack

traffic is significantly different from benign traffic. The work is applicable to detect small-scale

DDoS attacks with a limited amount of bots; each bot has to send more requests to overwhelm

server resources.

Afek et al. [99] proposed an attack signature extraction method for link-flooding attacks. The

goal of the work is to find a set of strings (attack signatures), S , that only exists in a network when

it is under link-flooding attacks when compared to the network’s normal operation. However, this

work only works when the network traffic is unencrypted, which means it is not suited for many

DDoS attacks that employ spoofing or encrypted attack flows.

4.2.2.3 In-Network Classification. LADS [100] is an in-network DDoS defense system that detects

fast-path attacks. The system relies on traffic measurement tools that are available to most ISPs:

SNMP andNetFlow. LADS consists of a lightweight and heavyweight detection stages. In lightweight

detection, it monitors router traffic volume, CPU utilization, and packet drops. The heavyweight

mode is triggered when the lightweight detection process finds anomalies. In the heavyweight

mode, the system categories traffic into TCP SYN flows, ICMP flows, ICMP flows, etc. The system

then checks the flow statistics against a set of predefined thresholds to alarm the network operators

with affected destination networks. This two-stage detection system also implies that an attack

will not be detected if the lightweight detection stage fails to catch the attack.

Zhang et al. [101] proposed an in-network detection system to classify attack flows in pulsing

attacks, and the detection system requires a high deployment rate at transit networks. The system

exploits the fact that the legitimate flows in a pulsing attack tend to reduce their traffic sending rate

during traffic congestion periods. Based on this observation, the system applies packet sampling to

monitor the bandwidth utilization of all 5-tuple flows (src./dest. IPs, src./dest. ports, and protocol)

in a network. The system looks for the flows that repeatedly appear in multiple congestion periods

that do not reduce their traffic sending rates, and classifies them as attack flows.

Francois et al. [102] proposed Firecol. A system deploys intrusion prevention systems at the

ISPs to form overlay networks that protect the subscribed customers. The overlay networks form
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protection rings around the customers, as shown in Fig. 10, and each node in a ring can talk to

any other nodes in the ring to exchange traffic information and to better detect DDoS attacks. To

this end, the authors of Firecol argue that the attack victims do not have to deploy an IPS that can

process high volume attack traffic. Layers of the protection rings surround the attack victim in

Firecol. Firecol employs a score-based attack traffic detection method. The system keeps track of the

1) frequency of each network flow, e.g., 5-tuple flow, as well as 2) the frequency distribution of all

the flows. Authors believe a network with high-frequency flows and skewed frequency distribution

is a good indication of an attack. However, as the system maintains states for every flow for all

subscribed customers, the adversaries can generate an overwhelming amount of flows to overrun

the detection system of Firecol.

Xu et al. [103] and Zheng et al. [104] explore the viability of using SDN to measure traffic

statistics and detect slow-path attacks. In particular, Both solutions utilize the limited OpenFlow

rule space to perform threshold-based attack detection without traffic monitoring tools such as

sFlow and NetFlow. However, both [103, 104] provide little motivation for using OpenFlow to

perform attack detection when the network community has mature telemetry solutions such as

sFlow and NetFlow. Xu et al. [103] detect link-flooding attacks by a threshold-based anomaly

detection scheme. It first monitors flows with abnormal flow bandwidth or packet rate, and each

flow is described by a large network prefix, e.g., /16. Rather than using SDN for DDoS defense,

SPHINX [105] analyzes the vulnerabilities with existing SDN frameworks and provided threshold-

based solutions to detect slow-path attacks in SDN networks, e.g., switch TCAM exhaustion, DoS

on SDN controllers, etc.

Authors of SPIFFY [106] recognized that DDoS attack flows could be indistinguishable from

legitimate flows, and argued that defense should consider the following techniques: 1) force attackers

to increase their costs, 2) withstand the attack, 3) force attack traffic to become distinguishable

from legitimate traffic. SPIFFY requires a transit network router to temporarily increase a victim’s

link bandwidth and observes the behaviors of the traffic flows toward the victim. Authors assume

that attackers set a maximum traffic sending rate of each bot to save cost, and after the victim’s

link bandwidth is increased, the attack flows not increase as the what a benign flow should.

4.2.3 Section Summary. We summarized DDoS detection and classification solutions in Table. 4.

While general network anomaly detection solutions [84, 85, 86, 87] are extremely efficient, they

require network operators to tune the thresholds for different networks to work carefully. They are

not suited for detecting more advanced attacks. Machine-learning-based detection systems [91,

92], in theory, could adapt to different network environments, the two solutions reviewed are

built on top of over-simplified DDoS models. Entropy-based solutions [93, 94, 28, 95] use more

traffic metrics to profile a monitored network. We believe entropy-based solutions offer the best

detection results out of all reviewed detection solutions in this report. While the detection process

in COSSACK [90] is scalable and can offer better insight into the attack traffic, the deployability

of COSSACK is low as it requires deployment at DDoS-source networks. For the classification

solutions, we find that most temporal-analysis-based solutions [37, 97, 98, 101] have good detection

results for the attack flows that they intended to classify. The reviewed classification solutions are

also scalable in their operational contexts. We rank the performance of Afek et al. [99] as low

since it assumes attack traffic consists of plain text that comes with discernible patterns.

We found that DDoS detection/classification remains a challenge as adversaries continue to

discover new attacks; the network community lacks sound detection/classification solutions for

the latest attacks as we reviewed in Sec. 3. Many such systems have over-simplified models or

unrealistic assumptions of the DDoS attacks. For example, many assume the attack concentrates all
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Table 4. Selected DDoS detection and classification solutions

Main Idea Example Performance Scalability Deployability
Detection

DDoS-Source N/A None N/A N/A N/A

Victim-Network
(Sec. 4.2.1)

Static thresholds

Lakhina et al. [84]
Soule et al. [85]
Li et al. [86]
Silveira et al. [87]

Poor High Medium

Machine learning

Gavrilis et al. [91]
Osanaiye et al. [92] Fair Medium High

Temporal analysis

Hussain et al. [88, 89] Good Medium Medium

COSSACK [90] Good High Low

Traffic entropy

Nychis et al. [93]
Xie et al. [94]
Xiang et al. [28]
Behal et al. [95]

Good Medium High

In-Network N/A None N/A N/A N/A

Classification
DDoS-Source
(Sec. 4.2.2.1)

TCP profiling D-WARD [11] Good High Low

Victim-Network
(Sec. 4.2.2.2)

Str. pattern recog. Afek et al. [99] Poor Medium Medium

Baiting Khattab et al. [72] Fair High High

Temporal analysis

Sun et al. [37] Good Medium Medium

DDoS Shield [97, 98] Good Medium Low

In-Network
(Sec. 4.2.2.3)

Static thresholds LADS [100] Fair High High

TCP profiling Zhang et al. [101] Good Medium High

Temporal analysis FireCol et al. [102] Good Medium High

Baiting SPIFFY [106] Good High Medium

attack power towards one host/IP. They use static usage threshold values obtained at training time,

and the attempt to extract attack signatures from packet payload while most traffic is encrypted.

At the same time, research projects often overlook their deployment issues. Depends on the

operational context, many projects face a base rate fallacy problem: claiming a system has low false

positives is a preliminary step towards a good detection system. In real networks, the network

operators cannot blindly trust a detection/classification system to automate the DDoS mitigation.

They need to examine generated alerts to confirm the attacks. Unfortunately, none of the detection

papers we reviewed remotely considered this aspect.

The detection/classification solutions discussed above do not focus on the runtime speed in the

real world, and they are not optimized to work with high-bandwidth links. Although we have

mature telemetry solutions such as NetFlow and sFlow, they are not optimized for fine-grained

DDoS detection tasks. Yoon et al. [107] and Yu et al. [108] proposed systems to utilize router

SRAM and TCAM resources to monitor attacks more efficiently, e.g., OpenSketch [108] utilizes

FPGA board to track the number of unique connections per host at high-speed network links. These

solutions complement the above detection/classification solutions.

Overall, we believe an ideal detection/classification solution should incorporate better attack

models, carefully address the base rate fallacy issue as mentioned above, and define detection/clas-

sification results clearly as they directly facilitate the mitigation process.

4.3 DDoS Mitigation
While DDoS victims can mitigate many slow-path attacks locally, as these attacks do not deplete

the link bandwidth, the victims must seek mitigation help from their upstream networks to handle
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the attacks otherwise. Because each network on the Internet operates autonomously, it is not trivial

to design a comprehensive mitigation system that works with different network environments.

For this reason, in this section, we only review a list of prominent DDoS-source and in-network
mitigation solutions. We cover the primary design of each mitigation solution, and we further

divide in-network mitigation solutions based on the required level of system deployment rate as

follows:

• In-line systems that require transit ASes to participate

• Redirection-based systems that require a low system deployment rate

4.3.1 DDoS-Source Mitigation. For any DDoS-source mitigation system to work effectively, it

requires a much higher deployment rate in-network solutions. Some even require end-hosts to

participate [109]. On the other hand, mitigation solutions under this category are inherently more

scalable than others. A DDoS-source solution must offer reasonable incentives for the edge networks

or end hosts to deploy. We explore the highly-cited solutions in this section.

D-WARD [11] requires system deployment at traffic source routers, e.g., a home router. This

deployment location enables D-WARD to track a few flows without imposing significant network

performance penalties. D-WARD imposes rate limits on these attack flows and continuously

monitors their behaviors. Once the traffic profiles of these flows fit within the range of benign

traffic profiles, D-WARD lifts the rate limit on the flows or the host.

COSSACK [90] requires edge network deployment, and each attack source network then col-

laborates with the DDoS victims to mitigate attacks. The goal of COSSACK is to determine the

responsible networks of an attack than individual bots, and it relies on IP traceback systems to

work effectively. A similar approach to COSSACK, Huici et al. [110] proposed a mitigation system

that requires edge networks to establish IP-to-IP tunnels with the edge network that hosts services

and reject all traffic that is not coming from the tunnels. Once the tunnels are established, the

victim edge networks can know where the attack traffic, spoofed or not, are coming from, thus

allows the victims to ask the traffic source networks to filter unwanted traffic.

Speak-up [109] takes a unique approach in mitigating DDoS attacks by having the clients of a

victim server send a higher number of requests during attack time — a bandwidth competition

between benign users and attackers. The goal of Speak-up is to allow benign clients to acquire fair

shares of the link bandwidth towards the victim server. The system requires software modification

on end hosts and servers, and in the case when a server is oversubscribed, Speak-up encourages its
clients to send redundant requests to “crowd out” the attacking requests. One big assumption in

Speak-up’s threat model is that the attackers always use up most of their attack capabilities, and

cannot cope with the encouragement from Speak-up servers.

CoDef [111] is a collaborative defense system with two main techniques: 1) collaborative traffic

rerouting via existing inter/intra-domain routing protocols, and 2) collaborative rate control at

both flow level and AS level. In collaborative rerouting, CoDef allows the victim AS to send

traffic rerouting requests to traffic-source ASes, and redirect the traffic towards the victim to rate

controlling nodes. In collaborate control, CoDef rate limits bot-contaminated ASes at AS level, and

commands uncontaminated ASes to prioritize their flows and rate limit the flows based on their

priorities. CoDef claims the system is practical to deploy in today’s Internet. However, like many

other DDoS defense systems, CoDef does not provide strong incentives for ASes to deploy such a

solution.

4.3.2 In-NetworkMitigation: In-Line. The performance of a solution in this category highly depends

on the transit network deployment rate. Such a solution does not proactively interrupt the default
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routing behavior on the Internet. The traffic policing/filtering load at each AS reduces as the

deployment rate of such a mitigation system increases.

Jin et al. [112] recognized that attackers could spoof any byte of a packet. However, it is more

difficult to spoof the time-to-live (TTL) field, i.e., spoofed packets are likely to traverse a different

number of hops than from the legitimate networks. Thus, the authors proposed a scheme to infer

the TTL values of the packets from genuine networks, and the system only accepts packets from a

source network with the expected TTL value(s). However, this mitigation system does not provide

a guarantee on the false positive/negative rates, e.g., the system does not handle situations such as

route changes. Also, it is highly likely for an attacker to figure out the correct TTL values for the

packets he/she needs to spoof; DDoS bots in a massive botnet are often geographically distributed.

AITF [12, 113] utilizes the filtering capabilities in transit routers, e.g., AITF can use hardware ACL

to matching network flows and remove them. By default, AITF filters attack traffic at the routers

that are closer to the traffic sources. The authors recognize the TCAM space in network routers is

limited, and suggest that if each AITF-enabled router can allocate a few thousand hardware filters

for traffic filtering, the whole system can support fine-grained DDoS filtering with millions of

filters. The AITF-enabled routers implement an IP traceback system that stamps their IP addresses

to each packet. Thus, the mitigation systems can place DDoS filters at the responsible routers. AITF

justifies its deployment incentive for ISPs as follows: an ISP can either participate in the AITF

system or lose its connectivity to the victim during a large-scale DDoS attack where the victim can

employ RTBH for mitigation. Similar to AITF, StopIt [114] is another in-line mitigation system.

StopIt assumes good detection solutions exist, e.g., via CAPTCHA-like systems. It recognizes that

all filter-based mitigation systems are susceptible to filter exhaustion attacks; the attackers can

spoof source IPs of the attack traffic to evade mitigation effort. To avoid such an attack, StopIt relies

on the authors’ previous work, Passport [115], to prevent IP spoofing. Unfortunately, Passport [115]

does not provide a strong incentive for network communities to deploy.

Ballani et al. [116] proposed an off-by-default network where the system allows each end-host

to specify whether it wants to receive traffic from the Internet, in other words, all routers in this

system do not forward traffic to a host unless the host announced its reachability. Because each

router in this system needs to maintain the announcements from end-hosts, these routers may not

have enough low-latency memory (CAM/TCAM) to maintain network throughput.

DefCOM [13] is an overlay-based defense system that includes both attack detection/classification

and mitigation. The attack detection/classification component is deployed at victim networks while

the mitigation component is deployed in the transit networks. DefCOM requires the transit routers

to deploy its mitigation component and impose rate limits on the attack flows, e.g., a DefCOM

router may allocate 90% of the link bandwidth to benign flows, so that the attack flows share the

remaining 10% link bandwidth.

While most in-network defense systems focus on inter-AS collaboration, dFence [117] is an

intra-AS DDoS defense system to enable ISPs to provide DDoSmitigation services to their customers

within its capability. Authors in dFence realized that many proposed DDoS systems require either

software modification at either router or end host or both. Thus, dFence aims not to change anything

in the existing network infrastructure; it directs the victim’s traffic to middleboxes via intra-domain

routing algorithms. The middleboxes in dFence offer both stateless and stateful traffic filtering.

Similar to [118, 14], dFence employs tunneling techniques to ensure that the bi-directional flows

flow through the middleboxes, thus ensures the viability of stateful traffic filtering.

SENSS [119] is an SDN-based defense system that is similar to Bohatei [15] and MiddlePolice [14].

Unlike [15, 14], SENSS is an in-line mitigation solution that does not employ any traffic redirection

techniques. SENSS requires each participating AS to implement a set of APIs that provide a DDoS

victim to 1) query traffic statistics in its upstream networks and 2) control whether a network
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Fig. 11. SENSS Architecture [119]

flow towards the victim should be forwarded. Fig. 11 illustrates the architecture of SENSS. For

example, if a victim suspects itself is under a CrossFire attack [18], it first queries SENSS-enabled

upstream networks and verifies whether there is any congestion in transit links. It then uses traffic

measurement data to nail down the flows that are participating in the attack. Similarly, Steinberger

et al. [120] proposed a protocol for DDoS victims and ISPs to exchange attack information to avoid

the ad hoc approach taken by many ISPs today.

To avoid the deployment issues, Dietzel et al. proposed Stellar [16], a mitigation system that lever-

ages existing RTBH infrastructure to disseminate fine-grained filters to major Internet Exchange

Points (IXPs); the fine-grained filters are essentially encapsulated in the BGP announcements. As

more stub networks join IXPs, authors believe IXPs have a unique advantage in mitigating DDoS

attacks on today’s Internet.

4.3.3 In-Network Mitigation: Redirection. The mitigation systems in this category rely on 1) anycast

techniques to “hijack” (redirect) the victim’s traffic, e.g., DNS or BGP, to locations equipped with

more resources than the victims, at the inter-AS level, and 2) SDN and NFV to distribute and filter the

victim’s traffic at the intra-AS level. While widely adopted by the DPS providers, such a mitigation

technique requires additional hardware equipment to mitigate the attacks and may impose negative

cascading effects on the Internet [6]. E.g., a transit network’s link utilization may experience a

sharp increase when many DPS providers use such a technique simultaneously.

CenterTrack [118] is an early work that exploits BGP to redirect the victim network’s traffic to an

overlay network that is designed to mitigate attacks. The overlay network in CenterTrack tracks the

traffic forwarding path of each packet en route to the victim network. Therefore, CenterTrack has

the flexibility to choose which router to filter traffic. To ensure that the overlay network can process

bi-directional traffic from and to the victim’s network, CenterTrack requires the victim network

to 1) connect a physical link to the overlay network or 2) establish virtual tunnel, e.g., generic
routing encapsulation (GRE), with the overlay network to funnel all its traffic through. Similar to

CenterTrack, MiddlePolice [14] consists of a mitigation component that redirects attack traffic to

data centers via both DNS and BGP anycast. Once the victim’s traffic arrives in a data center, each

MiddlePolice node in the data center mitigates the attack by using techniques such as rate limiting

and packet filtering, as shown in Fig. 12. For example, MiddlePolice implements a per-sender-level

bandwidth allocation scheme similar to STRIDE [81] and Sibra et al. [82]. If the attacker finds

a way to escape the traffic redirection, i.e., the attack traffic does not flow via MiddlePolice data

centers, MiddlePolice relies on the transit networks, e.g., the ISPs as shown in Fig. 12, to drop all

packets toward the victim network but the packets that have been processed by the MiddlePolice

nodes.
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Fig. 12. MiddlePolice Architecture [14]

Bohatei [15] is an intra-AS DDoS defense system that leverages SDN and NFV; each Bohatei-

enabled ISP offers DDoS defense as a service to its customers, and when an attack happens, the

victim’s traffic will be rerouted to data centers for traffic mitigation. During the mitigation time, an

ISP first measures the attack volume towards the victim to decide the number of virtual machines

(VM) required at different data center locations. The ISP uses MPLS or IP tunneling to redirect traffic

to different data centers, where each data center spawns mitigation processes on the allocated VMs

and dynamically balances attack traffic load to the VMs.

As many criticize the impracticality of many DDoS mitigation solutions, Smith et al. [121] pro-
posed routing around congestion (RAC), a solution to mitigates link-flooding attacks against transit

networks, e.g., the Coremelt attack [17], that only rely on carefully crafted BGP announcements.

In RAC, a victim network announces BGP poisoning messages to its targeted upstream ASes and

hopes to force the selected ASes to divert their traffic to a healthy link. RAC assumes that the victim

knows 1) attacks such as [17] is occurring, 2) link congestion locations in transit networks, and 3)

there are alternative links to share the attack load. However, later work from Tran et al. [122]
studied RAC [121], and concluded that RAC is unattainable in the real world.

4.3.4 Section Summary. We summarized the reviewed mitigation solutions in Table 5. We rank the

performance of most mitigation solutions as good to excellent since they meet their mitigation goals

as claimed. We assign a poor or fair performance score to a mitigation solution when its primary

technique relies on strong assumptions. E.g., Jin et al. [112] filter traffic based on inferred packet

TTL values, while such a technique could negatively affect the normal operations of a network.

Similar to the prevention solutions in Sec. 4.1.5, redirection-based mitigation solutions face similar

scalability challenges; They are more difficult to scale to protect multiple networks simultaneously.

We rank the deployability of the redirection-based solutions to be medium since the system cost is

higher for each network who wishes to deploy such a solution. In-line and DDoS-source mitigation

solutions are inherently more scalable than redirection-based solutions, as discussed in Sec. 2.4.

For this reason, we value the scalability of most such solutions to be medium to high. Finally, we

value the majority of the mitigation solutions to have a medium level of deployability. While these

solutions are technically viable to deploy, they hardly meet all the metrics for a deployable solution,

as defined in the section overview.

We found a majority of the systems do filter or rate limit attack traffic at a fine-grained flow

level. More recent solutions such as [15, 14] proposed to filter traffic in software with arbitrary

matching patterns. However, none of them take further steps to study the filtering capacity of

the Internet as a whole, not to mention finding the optimal level of DDoS filtering granularity

in a mitigation system with a limited filtering capacity. We also believe the research community
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does not lack mitigation systems, but ways to incentivize ISPs to deploy a mitigation system that

supports fine-grained DDoS filtering. We summarized the reviewed mitigation solutions in Table. 5.

Apart from the mitigation systems above, we found solutions from Soldo et al. [123, 124]

study how to generate efficient DDoS filters with limited filter space, i.e., how to use a single

source-prefix-based ACL rule to filter more bot traffic but less benign user traffic. Armbruster et al.
[125] study the minimum set of nodes to deploy ingress/egress filtering to prevent IP spoofing on

the Internet. Zhang et al. [126] model different filter placement strategies to study their efficacy

when deploying fine-grained DDoS filters in transit networks. These solutions complement the

above mitigation systems in more specific tasks.

Table 5. Selected DDoS mitigation solutions

Main Idea Example Performance Scalability Deployability
Victim-Network N/A Out of scope N/A N/A N/A

DDoS-Source
(Sec. 4.3.1)

B.W. competition Speak-up [109] Fair Medium Low

Rate limiting

CoDef [111] Fair High Med

D-WARD [11]

COSSACK [90]

Good High Medium

Whitelisting Huici et al. [110] Good Low Medium

In-Network:
In-Line
(Sec. 4.3.2)

Whitelisting Ballani et al. [116] Poor Low Low

Software filtering dFence [117] Good Medium Medium

Rate limiting DefCOM [13] Good Medium Medium

Blacklisting

Jin et al. [112] Poor High Low

ATIF [12, 113]

StopIt [114]

SENSS [119]

Good High Medium

Stellar [16] Good High High

In-Network:
Redirection
(Sec. 4.3.3)

BGP poisoning RAC [121] Poor Medium Medium

Overlay CenterTrack [118] Good Low Medium

Software filtering

MiddlePolice [14]

Bohatei [15]

Excellent Medium Medium

5 PREVIOUS DDOS SURVEYS
DDoS is a well-studied field, and there are a few highly cited surveys published over the years.

These surveys laid a good foundation for us to understand the landscape of DDoS research, and

they provide different classification methods for both attacks and defenses.

Mirkovic et al. [7], one of the most cited DDoS taxonomy, provides multiple classes for DDoS

attacks and defenses. E.g., the survey classifies an attack by its degree of automation, victim

type, source address validity, and it classifies defense solutions by their operational model, degree

of cooperation, deployment location. The work serves as a general introduction to attack and

defense from different perspectives but lacks detailed technical review of the latest research in each

perspective. For example, there are many overlay-based prevention solutions, such as [75, 74, 79,

80], we need to understand why the particular assumption of a work does or does not hold.

Rather than providing many classes for attacks and defenses, Peng et al. [8] surveyed volumetric

DDoS attacks that aim to inundate DDoS victims’ inbound links. The survey provides a detailed

workflow of attacks at different network layers, e.g., TCP SYN flood, HTTP flood, amplification

attack. The work later uses four typical categories in security to summarize defense solutions: 1)

attack prevention, 2) attack detection, 3) attack source identification, and 4) attack reaction. This

survey was published in 2007 and does not capture many newly emerged attacks.

Similar to Peng et al. [8], Zargar et al. [9] surveyed volumetric attacks in 2013. The survey

in [9] studies each defense solution by its defense location on the Internet: 1) source-end defense:
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Fig. 13. The Catch-22 Attack [127]

defend victims at attack traffic source, 2) in-network defense: defend victims in the transit networks,

and 3) victim-end defense: defend victims close to or at victim networks. The work suggests that a

comprehensive defense solution needs to consider all defense locations to combat the latest attacks.

In this survey, we focus on the following: 1) a technical review of the modern DDoS, 2) a research

of defense solutions that are practical/deployable without strong assumptions, and finally, 3) an

evaluation of whether the existing DDoS defense research solutions are sufficient to combat the

DDoS attacks.

6 CONCLUSION AND OPEN ISSUES
In this report, we introduced the background of DDoS attacks and defenses from a topological point

of view, and examined the latest attacks and defense solutions. In the background section (Sec. 2),

we classified existing DDoS attacks into two classes, fast/slow-path attacks, based on their intended

resources. A fast-path attack aims to inundate the raw hardware processing capacity, e.g., the

packet switching capacity of a router. A slow-path attack intends to overwhelm the computational,

memory, or I/O resource of an end device anywhere on the Internet. We then classified existing

DDoS defense research based on their strategies: prevention, detection/classification, and mitigation
solutions. We also show readers the advantages and disadvantages of different defense locations on

the Internet (Sec. 2.4). In Sec. 3, we studied the most common attacks in the wild, as well as the

latest research in DDoS attacks, e.g., practical pulsing attacks [19, 20] and the stealthy link-flooding

attacks [17, 18]. In Sec. 4, we examined the DDoS defense solutions from the past two decades. We

reviewed the benefits and limitations of prevention solutions in Sec. 4.1, the status quo of DDoS

detection/classification in Sec. 4.2, and the deployability of mitigation solutions in Sec. 4.3.

In reality, we rarely see ASes adapting the well-researched defense solutions for reasons such

as deployment difficulty, system cost, maintenance cost. Perhaps, the biggest reason of all is that

large-scale DDoS attacks are only relevant to the affected networks; these attacks rarely hit many

networks at once. To motivate our network community to deploy simple but effective defense

solutions, we believe one should show the community an estimated impact of modern DDoS attacks,

To this end, we study a new DDoS attack, the Catch-22 attack, that leverages the available services
on the Internet and imposes challenges on the existing defense solutions. In this attack, the attacker

introduces a mitigation conundrum to victim networks with three steps:

• Acquire DDoS bots from networks that are meaningful to the victim networks, e.g., major

cloud providers are crucial to residential networks.
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• Launch any attack that saturates the link bandwidth of the victim networks.

• Rotate the attack targets for increasing the attack damage.

Since network routers rely on limited TCAM for high-speed packet processing, e.g., an up-to-date

router can support 10s of thousands of ACL rules in its data plane, the TCAM space is not sufficient

for mitigating large-scale attacks at host-level. Thus, the attacker is forcing the attacked networks

to choose from: 1) filtering partial bot traffic but fails to mitigate the attack, or 2) filtering all bot

traffic at the cost of losing connections to benign clients/servers. With either option, the attacked

networks need to make difficult mitigation decisions.

Today, anyone can request (virtual) machines remotely from cloud providers. One can rent a

machine with publicly-addressable IP for as little as $5 a month or $70 to launch an hour-long

DDoS attack with 10,000 machines. Since the attack machines are co-located with other benign

servers, a naive victim network may cause more harm to itself by mitigating the attack, if it

installs coarse-grained traffic filters. Fig. 13 represents an example of the Catch-22 attack launched

from cloud providers. With this attack, we examine fundamental vulnerabilities in today’s DDoS

defense infrastructure, as well as estimating/quantifying the attack damage if a Catch-22 attack

is launched with the available resources on the Internet today. Finally, we list important DDoS

research directions that are beneficial to the network community and the Internet:

Incentive study: the deployment of DDoS defense solutions is a long-standing problem. We

hope to see more research that studies the requirements/features that would incentivize end users,

edge networks, and transit networks to deploy their best-fit defense solutions at different defense

strategies.

Sound detection/classification: while prevention solutions are crucial to DDoS defense, we cannot

expect them to prevent all DDoS attacks. We should continue to work on DDoS detection/classifica-

tion solutions that are not only able to detect/classify the latest DDoS attacks but also well-tested

in realistic network environments, i.e., networks with real applications that generate traffic.

Alert handling: Incident handling is often overlooked in DDoS research. The DDoS research

community rarely focus on what to do with the (false) alarms generated by detection/classification

solutions. Even when a detection/classification solution claims to have a small false-positive rate, it

could translate to an overwhelming amount of false alerts in large networks. We should provide

answers to such a challenge for real-world deployment and defense automation.

Efficient mitigation: Lastly, should we find out it is impossible to push DDoS defense to the

network edges, we need high-performance DDoS mitigation solutions that scales. E.g., a low-cost

in-network DDoS mitigation system that allows users to deploy a huge amount of fine-grained

traffic filters, yet not affecting the network throughput.

Realistic network environments: Finally, we realize it is often difficult, if not impossible, for many

to find realistic network environments to evaluate their solutions, e.g., a high-speed detection

solution for the CrossFire attack [18] that operates in transit networks. In fact, in our study, we did

not find any sound detection/classification solution for the latest attacks. This issue challenges the

credibility of many DDoS detection/classification research projects. Therefore, we should expect the

research community to develop open platforms to enable such experiments, better yet, to replicate

the experiments. One potential research direction for realizing such a platform is to employ time

dilation technique in low-cost testbeds [128], and it would enable the testbeds to simulate large-scale

network experiments with limited hardware capability at the cost of experiment time.
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